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Background: Health disparities are differences in health or health care between groups based on social, economic, and/or environmental disadvantage. Disparity research often follows 3 steps: detecting (phase 1), understanding (phase 2), and reducing (phase 3), disparities. Although disparities have narrowed over time, many remain.

Objectives: We argue that implementation science could enhance disparities research by broadening the scope of phase 2 studies and offering rigorous methods to test disparity-reducing implementation strategies in phase 3 studies.

Methods: We briefly review the focus of phase 2 and phase 3 disparities research. We then provide a decision tree and case examples to illustrate how implementation science frameworks and research designs could further enhance disparity research.

Results: Most health disparities research emphasizes patient and provider factors as predominant mechanisms underlying disparities. Applying implementation science frameworks like the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research could help disparities research widen its scope in phase 2 studies and, in turn, develop broader disparities-reducing implementation strategies in phase 3 studies. Many phase 3 studies of disparity-reducing implementation strategies are similar to case studies, whose designs are not able to fully test causality. Implementation science research designs offer rigorous methods that could accelerate the pace at which equity is achieved in real-world practice.

Conclusions: Disparities can be considered a “special case” of implementation challenges—when evidence-based clinical interventions are delivered to, and received by, vulnerable populations at lower rates. Bringing together health disparities research and implementation science could advance equity more than either could achieve on their own.
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Health disparities are significant differences in health or health care between ≥2 groups based on social, economic, and/or environmental disadvantage. Groups that experience worse health or health care, or “vulnerable” populations, can be defined by race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, sex identity, socioeconomic status, functional limitation, or several other sociodemographic or clinical characteristics. As the Institute of Medicine released their seminal report on racial and ethnic disparities in health care, an abundance of research has been conducted to identify, understand, and develop strategies to reduce disparities across many vulnerable populations. However, we observe that much of the existing research on health disparities focuses on patient and provider factors as predominant underlying mechanisms. In turn, most existing strategies to reduce disparities target patients and/or providers and rarely target system-level factors, even though they likely contribute to health disparities.

As echoed by disparity researchers, broadening the scope of disparities research to include larger ecological levels (eg, clinics, hospitals, systems) and factors that indirectly influence health care delivery (eg, leadership support for a focus on equity) could open additional research avenues that yield better equity outcomes. Overall, there are relatively few efficacious and effective implementation strategies that have been tested for their impact on disparities, as documented in multiple literature reviews commissioned by Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Finding Answers initiative. Although there has been a recent surge in research testing disparity-reducing interventions conceptualized across multiple ecological levels, much of that research has not been randomized trials or designs that allow for tests of causality. Here, we argue that implementation science offers methods to rigorously test these newer interventions to assess if they should be replicated more broadly.
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Implementation science is defined as “the scientific study of methods to promote the systematic uptake of research findings and other evidence-based practices into routine practice, and, hence, to improve the quality and effectiveness of health services.” With its inherent focus on system change, implementation science routinely addresses how system-level factors facilitate or impede adoption of those practices, in addition to patient and provider factors. Although not often made explicit, implementation scientists and disparities researchers both work toward a common goal—to ensure that all patients receive the highest quality health care supported by research evidence. We argue that implementation science could enhance disparities research by broadening the scope of studies that attempt to explain disparities and by offering methods to test disparity-reducing strategies. We focus this paper on implementation of evidence-based clinical interventions delivered in health care systems, defined as any clinical or therapeutic practice, delivery system, or health prevention or promotion activity intended to improve health care outcomes. In the remainder of the paper, we use the term implementation strategy to refer to methods or techniques used to enhance the “adoption, implementation, and sustainability” of a clinical intervention.

**EXPANDING THE FOCUS OF DISPARITIES RESEARCH**

Disparity research often follows a 3-step pipeline—detecting disparities (phase 1), exploring underlying mechanisms (phase 2), and developing and evaluating interventions to reduce disparities (phase 3). Researchers have made significant strides detecting disparities through phase 1 studies. We argue that incorporating implementation science frameworks into phase 2 and 3 study designs could broaden the health disparities research agenda and increase the impact of individual studies.

A limitation of many phase 2 studies is that they tend to focus on patient factors, provider factors (eg, communication style, bias), or structural factors that may be difficult to change (fee for service vs. Health Maintenance Organization). As an example, studies examining health disparities in cancer have focused almost exclusively on patient factors, such as socioeconomic status, negative health behaviors, and carcinogenic exposure. The National Healthcare Disparities Report has shifted from framing mechanisms of disparities primarily at the patient level in 2003 to highlighting some system-level factors since 2010 in a recurring chapter entitled “Health system infrastructure.” However, existing disparities research studies often miss the contribution of the health care system itself in unintentionally creating or maintaining disparities (eg, lack of leadership, data systems, or organizational climate needed to address disparities).

As phase 2 studies tend to focus on patient and provider factors, phase 3 studies naturally tend to include disparity-reducing implementation strategies that target individual patients or providers. For example, a review of 400 disparities studies found that, “most efforts were directed at patients in the form of education or training.” That is because, as Diez Roux points out, “Conceptual models have a profound impact on what is studied, how it is studied, and how results are interpreted.” Thus, dominant models such as the Health Belief Model (emphasizes individuals rationally weighing the costs of performing a health action against the possible benefits) influences the development and testing of disparity-reducing strategies to be more patient focused. There have been growing calls by Saha et al, Chin et al, and others for the use of multilevel ecological models when using implementation strategies to reduce disparities. Although investigators have responded by conducting more multicomponent, multilevel intervention studies to reduce disparities, these studies are often organic to the specific context in which they are conducted and lack critical research design elements, such as control groups, which limits replicability.

Consistent with Saha et al and Chin et al, we present 2 ways that implementation science can enhance disparity research. First, we describe how conceptual frameworks developed to guide implementation science take into account ecological factors across multiple levels, including the health care system, and could be used to expand the focus of health disparities research beyond patients and providers. Then, we illustrate how implementation science research designs and frameworks could be used to test disparity-reducing strategies in rigorous trials.

**USING IMPLEMENTATION SCIENCE FRAMEWORKS TO GUIDE PHASE 2 DISPARITIES RESEARCH**

Implementation science has developed a number of frameworks that aim to promote successful implementation of evidence-based clinical interventions. One such framework—the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR)—describes 5 domains (and 39 subdomains) that can either facilitate or hinder implementation of a given clinical intervention. Given the extent of the literature from which it draws, CFIR is well-suited to exemplify how the focus of phase 2 disparities studies can be broadened.

The first CFIR domain is the intervention characteristics of the clinical intervention, which can influence its adoption (eg, strength of evidence, relative advantage, complexity, adaptability). Even effective clinical interventions that are complex, have unclear relative advantage, or cannot be easily adapted to a local setting will likely be adopted more slowly. The next 3 domains of the CFIR are the outer setting (eg, broader social, political, and economic context), inner setting in which the clinical intervention is implemented (eg, structural characteristics, relationships, implementation readiness), and the characteristics of the individuals involved in implementation (eg, knowledge, efficacy, skills). The final domain is the implementation process taken to facilitate a clinical intervention’s use. Although CFIR takes into account patient and provider influence on intervention uptake, it also clearly focuses on health care organization, community, and policy level influences.
which health disparities researchers also recognize as critical when trying to reduce disparities.5,8

Using an implementation framework like CFIR to design phase 2 disparities research studies could reveal that certain factors at levels beyond patients and providers indirectly cause or maintain a disparity. For example, the lack of infrastructure to facilitate real-time tracking of disparities in delivery of a clinical intervention may not have directly caused a disparity, but its absence may help to maintain it and thus, could represent a potential area in which to intervene. If a phase 2 study did not focus on the impact of data monitoring as part of the assessment, it is unlikely that data monitoring would emerge as a target on which to focus in a phase 3 study. Although prior research has identified some patient, provider, and even community-level factors affecting uptake,10,11 factors have rarely been assessed from clinical and health care system sources (eg, medical directors, clinic managers). For example, a phase 2 study assessing factors contributing to the higher rates of cervical cancer in Ohio Appalachian regions conducted focus groups about the vaccine for human papillomavirus virus (a primary cause of cervical cancer) with young women, parents, community leaders, and health care providers. Following the social determinants of health model, authors found factors related to health care access, patient-provider communication, high teen pregnancy rates, cost, and lack of vaccine information to be important barriers to obtaining the vaccine. However, additional data could be collected on the influence of health care system factors by each CFIR domain:

- Intervention characteristics—do the required multiple doses of the vaccine make it less convenient to administer for those in Appalachia who may have transportation challenges?
- Outer setting—does provider knowledge of the needs of patients from Appalachia influence the likelihood to provide the vaccine?
- Inner setting—does the health care system’s use/nonuse of real-time data on vaccine administration influence its distribution?
- Characteristics of individuals—how much does provider knowledge and efficacy on ways to engage Appalachian patients affect vaccine distribution?
- Implementation process—to what extent is there a specific implementation plan to more broadly administer the vaccine?

The authors’ data collection tap into some of these areas, but expanding the inquiry and including additional stakeholders in the data collection, in this case clinical administrators, could provide additional information around which to structure implementation strategies. Table 1 has general examples of phase 2 research questions by CFIR domain.

### INCORPORATING IMPLEMENTATION SCIENCE DESIGNS INTO DISPARITIES RESEARCH STUDIES

Once important implementation factors have been identified in phase 2 studies, phase 3 disparities studies could include aims in which selected implementation strategies are tested for their impact on the delivery of effective clinical interventions, outcomes, and disparities. In implementation science, use of these specific implementation strategies are themselves the subject of research trials. A recent expert panel project called Expert Recommendations for Implementing Change (ERIC) has identified an existing pool of 73 discrete implementation strategies sorted into 9 clusters (engage consumers, evaluation and feedback, changing infrastructure, tailoring clinical interventions to the setting, developing stakeholder relationships, financial strategies, and providing implementers with support) as a way to begin to standardize how these strategies are discussed.36 Disparity researchers can select and tailor implementation strategies from this existing pool as a way to promote consistency from study to study. Implementation scientists have begun to use a variety of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFIR Domain</th>
<th>CFIR Domain</th>
<th>Example Research Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention characteristics are key attributes of clinical interventions known to influence the success of implementation</td>
<td>Perceived evidence for a clinical intervention; how adaptable it is; was the clinical intervention internally or externally developed?</td>
<td>Which characteristics of a clinical intervention predict better success at reducing disparities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer setting includes the larger societal context within which an organization operates</td>
<td>Patient needs, external pressure on agencies to adopt a clinical intervention; policies, incentives, requirements</td>
<td>Which policies, incentives, and requirements for implementing a clinical intervention have been most associated with better success at reducing disparities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner setting includes aspects of an organization (eg, structure, culture, climate, readiness) that impact the implementation process</td>
<td>Formal and informal communication within an organization, cultural norms; how receptive providers feel about implementing something (ie, implementation climate)</td>
<td>What cultural norms or communication channels help maintain disparities? What predicts whether stakeholders will feel sufficient tension to make a change in disparity outcomes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of individuals include many attributes that influence the degree of adoption and implementation</td>
<td>Knowledge, attitudes, and efficacy about a clinical intervention; one’s relationship with and degree of commitment to an organization</td>
<td>What moderates the association between provider beliefs and health disparities? What are the characteristics of individual providers who believe that addressing disparities will be effective and is important? What implementation strategies are associated with the largest reductions in disparities?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The implementation process by which adoption occurs may involve a range of proactive strategies or occur organically | Planning; engaging with opinion leaders; executing an implementation plan; reflecting and evaluating what worked and what did not and why |

CFIR indicates Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research.
methods to link findings from their needs assessments (i.e., a phase 2 study in disparities research) to specific strategies to test in implementation trials (i.e., a phase 3 study).  

Implementation science has developed rigorous research designs that could be used to test a wide range of implementation strategies in disparities research. First are “hybrid” designs, which assess effectiveness and implementation aims simultaneously, modifying the traditional efficacy-effectiveness-dissemination research pipeline to accelerate the pace at which evidence-based clinical interventions get used in real-world practice. These designs are in contrast to “pure implementation trials” which only measure implementation. As shown in Figure 1 and described below, each design can be applied to disparities research depending on the existing state of evidence for clinical interventions among certain vulnerable populations and knowledge of mechanisms driving disparities (note: letters in the figure correspond to the same letter in the text below).

Hybrid Type I and Formative Evaluation

The Hybrid Type I design is a traditional effectiveness trial of a clinical intervention accompanied by a formative evaluation that tracks various aspects of that clinical intervention’s implementation (e.g., integrity, dose) which could affect its adoption. As shown in Figure 1, a Hybrid Type I design may be appropriate if disparities in a particular health outcome have been documented through phase 1 research (A) and effective clinical interventions to improve the target outcome exist (B), but there is a lack of evidence documenting whether the clinical intervention is effective for a certain vulnerable population (C). This scenario is common given the systematic underrepresentation of vulnerable groups in clinical trials. The Hybrid Type I design can be used by disparities researchers to ensure clinical interventions that are effective in the general population can be successfully extended to vulnerable populations. At the same time, adding formative evaluation to an effectiveness study allows researchers to learn more about what influences the real-world implementation of the clinical intervention in the vulnerable group, which can inform subsequent implementation studies. Such an addition is usually a modest investment that does not impede the full test of a clinical intervention’s effectiveness.

If a clinical intervention already has evidence of effectiveness in vulnerable groups (D), the next question is whether it is being delivered equally across groups. If not (E), and the factors that are influencing the lack of equitable implementation are unknown (F), then it would be appropriate to conduct just a formative evaluation. A formative evaluation guided by a comprehensive implementation framework such as CFIR would elucidate a wide range of factors that could influence successful delivery of the clinical intervention in the vulnerable group, which would inform the development and testing of implementation strategies to address the disparity in subsequent studies.

As an example, consider the racial disparity that exists in obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). Compared with whites, African Americans have OSA more frequently but get screened less often. The effectiveness of OSA screening across subgroups is clear; thus, a next step would be to conduct a formative evaluation to assess factors that facilitate or hinder screening for OSA among African Americans. Researchers at a community-based sleep center conducted focus groups with African American community members about their attitudes toward undergoing OSA screening, which then informed the development of a culturally grounded screening program that yielded some improvements in a pilot study. This traditional phase 2 study could be broadened by conducting a formative evaluation of multilevel factors as prescribed by various implementation frameworks. In fact, several other factors besides patient input were anecdotally mentioned in the OSA study that supported the adoption of better screening—for example, a supportive culture and implementation climate at the sleep center (CFIR’s inner setting). Systematically elucidating these other factors, for example via interviews with health center leaders and staff, could provide a more complete picture of what made that screening program successful, which could then be incorporated into future phase 3 disparities studies.

If a disparity has been documented (A), an effective clinical intervention exists (B) but is not reaching the vulnerable group (D), and reasons underlying the unequal implementation of the intervention are known (G), then the choice of design for the next study—potentially a Hybrid Type II, Type III, or pure implementation trial—is based on the strength of evidence for the intervention in the vulnerable population.

Hybrid Type II

If there is some evidence for the clinical intervention in the vulnerable group, but it still needs more testing in real-world settings (H), then a Hybrid Type II could be a good design choice. Studies using a Hybrid Type II design simultaneously assess the effects of a clinical intervention and an implementation strategy that has some evidence suggesting it would increase adoption of the intervention.

Consider as an example the domain of asthma, where African Americans have higher rates of emergency department visits, hospitalizations, and mortality compared with whites. A multilevel framework explicates several mechanisms underlying the disparity, including many CFIR domains such as the outer setting (state/federal regulations, insurance policy), inner setting (cultural sensitivity and diversity of health care workforce), and individual providers (biases, skill in working with racial minority populations). There are also several effective clinical interventions for managing asthma in racial minority populations (e.g., patient education, specialty clinics, medications). For a Hybrid Type II study to reduce race disparities in asthma, one could bundle asthma clinical interventions that have the most evidence and test whether their uptake is improved when facilitated by implementation strategies with some evidence for improving asthma care among African Americans (e.g., cultural tailoring the patient education, restructuring care settings to ensure coordinated care). To further bolster implementation, other possible strategies that could be added
are bringing in outside assistance to support staff to implement an asthma plan focused on racial minority populations, identifying and developing champions, and monitoring rates of asthma care and outcomes and feeding that back to leadership for sustaining improvement.

A typical Hybrid Type II design could involve randomizing multiple sites that had evidence of asthma disparities to usual care or asthma management (eg, patient education, specialty clinics, medications) plus the above implementation strategies. Given the disparity focus, it would be critical to analyze, by racial subgroup, both patient outcomes (eg, symptoms, quality of life, hospitalizations) and implementation outcomes (eg, adoption, reach, and fidelity of asthma clinical interventions) to determine if the clinical intervention bundle combined with implementation strategies reduced asthma disparities.

**Hybrid Type III**

If there is stronger but not “strongest” evidence (eg, multiple clinical trials) for a clinical intervention in a vulnerable group (I), then a Hybrid Type III could be an appropriate design choice. Hybrid Type III designs primarily test how well an implementation strategy improves the use of a clinical intervention. Data collection in Hybrid Type III studies is focused on adoption and fidelity of the clinical intervention, with a secondary focus on patient-level health outcomes.
As an example, a Hybrid Type III study was conducted to reduce disparities in treatment for substance use and mental health disorders between individuals who are homeless versus those who are not. Homeless populations have substance abuse and mental health disorders at a much higher rate than the general public. Seamlessly combining substance use and mental health treatments is the most efficacious approach for managing both conditions. However, delivering a combined treatment has been especially difficult in real-world settings that serve homeless Veterans. A Hybrid Type III, randomized controlled trial was conducted to assess the impact of an implementation strategy called Getting To Outcomes (GTO) in helping homeless case management teams adopt an evidence-based clinical intervention called Maintaining Independence and Sobriety through Systems Integration, Outreach, and Networking-Veterans Edition (MISSION-Vet). All case management teams received standard training in MISSION-Vet (implementation as usual or IU). Half also received GTO, which included an external facilitator who helped teams develop plans for rolling out MISSION-Vet and provided ongoing feedback about the amount of MISSION-Vet services delivered. The trial focused on the adoption, reach, and fidelity of MISSION-Vet services delivered and MISSION-Vet implementation barriers and facilitators using CFIR-based qualitative interviews. Data were also collected on Veteran outcomes (mental health, substance use, community functioning, housing) from case manager reports.

No case managers in the IU group initiated MISSION-Vet, whereas 68% in the GTO group did. In the GTO group, the amount of services delivered was below the threshold established for MISSION-Vet. Outcome analyses showed that those receiving MISSION-Vet were more likely to engage in treatment services overall, and experienced small improvements in mental health and community functioning outcomes. Thus, GTO did have some impact on implementation, and CFIR identified several factors that impacted implementation that could be used in subsequent attempts to implement MISSION-Vet. Using those lessons, 1 site was preparing at the end of the study to restructure their team to better facilitate the use of MISSION-Vet. Implementation research such as this often yields information that, in an iterative fashion, can stimulate new approaches that could then be evaluated in subsequent research studies. Although this study focused on bringing an evidence-based treatment to an underserved, vulnerable population, its disparity focus could have been enhanced by comparing services and outcomes to individuals who are not homeless.

Pure Implementation Trials

These trials test different implementation strategies to improve the use of clinical interventions that already have the strongest evidence (J), and thus only measure implementation (eg, treatment delivery), not patient outcomes. As an example, consider a hypothetical trial testing implementation strategies to reduce a disparity in total knee replacement (TKR)—an evidence-based clinical intervention for those with advanced osteoarthritis. Despite TKR’s evidence, it is not utilized by racial minority groups at the same rate as whites. A multisite, pure implementation study could compare racial differences in TKR delivery in sites randomly assigned to practice as usual (no implementation strategy), an implementation strategy involving patient education (recently shown to have a small impact on patient’s willingness to undergo TKR), or an implementation strategy involving education plus a more system-focused approach such as evaluation and data feedback (with an emphasis on reporting by racial groups) and technical assistance at the clinic level.

Caveats and Challenges

Our goal was to illustrate how implementation science frameworks and research designs could enhance health disparities research. Although we maintain that implementation science tools can be helpful in designing disparities research to address factors across multiple ecological levels that may contribute to disparities, we also recognize that implementation science is not a panacea for reducing disparities. For instance, although implementation science shines light on aspects of the health care system that are not often the focus of health disparities research, it can also leave out other important issues that are important for increasing uptake of an evidence-based practices and reducing health disparities but are outside the control of health care systems (eg, availability of healthy food, exercise space, poverty). Further, it should be noted that hybrid designs often entail challenging design choices and tradeoffs (eg, changing strategies during the trial) (Curran et al). Also, implementation science is evolving. Although much of the above focus has been on adoption of an evidence-based clinical intervention as the final step, new implementation science work has been discussing the importance of having organizations continue to adapt interventions to the local context as a sign of true sustainability.

Research of this ongoing adaptation process could be another avenue for disparity research. Finally, we recognize that not every disparity is a result of inadequate or inequitable health care delivery. Research on biological underpinnings of health disparities is needed to ensure treatment advancements are effective across all patient populations.

We also acknowledge several challenges to blending implementation science and disparities research. First, grant agencies must become more comfortable with funding implementation projects. From 2007 to 2014, National Institute of Health spent 0.09% on such projects through dedicated funding. Given the long time needed for research translation, spending more on studies with implementation science designs discussed here could help reduce disparities more quickly. Another barrier is the lack of training that implementation scientists and disparity researchers have in each other’s fields. Disparity researchers have recognized the importance of implementation training; although implementation science is not widely taught in many structured programs. There are, however, a wide range of implementation training institutes, conferences, fellowships, and online trainings for early career...
CONCLUSIONS

Although equity may not have been an explicit stated goal of implementation science at the start, it is becoming more widely recognized as a critical issue. Disparities can be considered a “special case” of implementation challenges—when evidence-based clinical interventions are delivered to, and received by, vulnerable populations at lower rates than majority populations. Implementation science offers broad conceptual frameworks that highlight multilevel factors affecting implementation and hybrid study designs that allow for a simultaneous examination of a clinical intervention and implementation strategy. These designs offer rigorous methods that can test whether implementation strategies that attempt to reduce disparities should be spread—and can do so more quickly than the traditional efficacy-effectiveness-dissemination research pipeline. Bringing together health disparities research and implementation science could advance equity more effectively than either could achieve on their own.
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